
Datacode is very proud to present Tristan Henry Underground House Vocals! A deep underground 
house vocal pack featuring UK singer / songwriter Tristan Henry and produced by Dataworx in 
collaboration with UK producer AudioTrip! This vocal house pack delivers 5 full authentic, inspiring 
and evocative Vocal Acapellas complete with Lead Vocals, Harmonies, Adlibs and Background 
Vocals in song construction kit format and loop versions to fit any Producer or DJ workflow.


Tristan Henry Underground House Vocals is the first featured artist vocal pack to debut on 
Datacode and is also proudly our 50th sample pack release! We have devoted countless hours in 
the making of this pack to create a deeply inspiring underground sound with Tristan’s distinct and 
soulful vocal performance featured over the dark minimalistic drum grooves with hypnotic 
basslines, detuned stabs and warm chords that will resonate with producers across several 
genres from Deep House, Tech House and Mainroom House Anthems!


Included in the pack are 5 underground house construction kits with convenient loop versions and 
all the essential key and tempo labels for the vocals and music loops. The pack comes complete 
with 2.76 GB of WAV Loops and Kits and each kit is organized by folder with all essential music 
stems and processed versions of the vocal acapellas, there is also a Vocal Kit Layers folder which 
includes all the separate vocal stems in Dry and Wet versions and Vocal Loop versions if you just 
need a solid vocal phrase or adlib to enhance your track! The drums and music loops are 
available in both Stems and Loop versions.


UK Singer & Songwriter Tristan Henry has reached over 7 million views combined on YouTube and 
Spotify in the last 5 years and has received support from the likes of Clubland, Kiss FM and BBC 
“Introducing”, and also featured in the UK dance charts! With major collabs and featured vocals 
on tracks from Vintage Culture – Butterflies, Kaskade & BROHUG – Lose Control, Rough Traders – 
Need U More, Cascada – Madness and also several collabs with Ferkko, AudioTrip and Thirteen 
Mile!


Feri Gyemant aka AudioTrip is a UK based music producer and has worked with several Billboard 
No.1 artists as well as his own tracks and remixes in the Beatport and UK Music Week Upfront 
Club Chart with several tracks landing jn the Top 10 Charts! Feri produced Jaki Nelson’s debut 
single ‘Uh Oh’ which landed at #9 on the Billboard Dance Charts. ‘Wasted’ the debut release by 
his former band ‘XTALK’ has been featured for over 9 weeks on BBC Introducing and was aired 
on Huw Stephens / BBC Radio 1. AudioTrip was featured on Judge Jules’s TGWU for a guest mix, 
following his single ‘Emotions’ Ft. Tristan Henry receiving airtime on the show and top support 
from A-list artists, producers as well as BBC Introducing. Expect to hear more from both 
AudioTrip and Tristan Henry!


PLEASE NOTE: The Vocals are provided as Royalty Free when you purchase a legal copy to use 
in your music productions, however you may NOT include Tristan Henry’s name or image as a 
Featured Singer, Collaboration or Artist in your music, title or song credits.


PACK DETAILS:

• Pack size: 2.76 GB

• 292 Total Files

• Tempo 124 BPM

• 24 Bit WAV


5 Full Vocal Acapellas

(44 Stems: Lead Vocals, Harmonies, Adlibs)


5 Full Construction Kits

(76 Total Kit Stems: Drums, Bass, Synth, Pads)


111 Vocal - Loop Versions


5 Kits - Loop Versions

(61 Total Loops: Drums, Bass, Synth, Pads)


100% Royalty-Free


